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UI/UX portfolio
“design is the rendering of intent”



When I started working at Manduka games, an incubated startup under SlashMobility’s 
wing, I had no idea of the amount of work I’d have to manage. 
I was still finishing my studies and had to learn quickly how to use repositories, design 
wireframes and UI assets in different resolutions. It was key for me to learn how to use 
Illustrator and InDesign properly as well as Sketch and Balsamiq. 

This is the first project I had to work on: Xtreme Pro Flying. 
It was for a client that wanted their users to get a taste with their phones of what it was 
like to fly in an air tube. The game used the device’s accelerometer to move the character 
and advance through levels. I did all the visuals, from backgrounds, to 3D characters to UI, 
animations and most implementations. The game never got released because there were 
payment and legal problems with the client. 

Manduka games, 2015



By the end of my days at Manduka we were working on several projects simultaneously, I 
was helping out the design team at SlashMobility when they were short on people. 

This is the last project I had to work on: Felipe Melo Z. 
It was for a client, the football player Felipe Melo, who wanted to make a game about him 
for his kids and fans. The game mixed mechanics from Plants vs Zombies and football 
games, with his dogs as aids. 
I did from concept art and wireframing to final art and assets as lead artist, with one art 
intern under my wing. 

Please note that this is client work. 

Manduka games, 2015



By the end of my days at Manduka we were working on several projects simultaneously, I 
was helping out the design team at SlashMobility when they were short on people. 

This was the first proposal for one of SlashMobility’s cross-platform developers. He 
wanted to develop a reptile-tracking app to stay up to date with the animal’s needs. 
He was looking for something more illustrative and less app-like look, that’s why we 
started developing the app’s mascot and Onboarding.

During my time at Manduka and SlashMobility I learned how to work with proposals, 
briefs and ellaborate quick solutions for quick ideas. 

Manduka games, 2015



Idle Evolution, 2015

In the summer of 2015 I got a freelancing gig to revamp Idle Evolution, a flash game about 
chemical combinations. The developers wanted to do a revamp for Steam and reesructure 
the game in a way that it’d be more user friendly. They wanted a futuristic yet 
minimalistic UI. 
The game had a lot of non vital information at first sight and that was easily fixed with 
popups and screens to be accessed through buttons. I spent most of the summer working 
on a good UX prototype, with few mockups to start to define a visual style.

Never got to implement my work because the client didn’t make the agreed payments. 



Youngtek, 2017

In 2016 I started working as UI/UX and 3D artist for Youngtek’s VR projects. 
The app is a 180, 360 and VR videos for mobile devices. 
The UI had to be usable by looking or tapping, so the UI resolution is bigger than usual for that same reason. 

For this project I did not just make all mockups, but all wireframing and implementation in Unity, with little UI coding. 



Youngtek, 2017



Counting Sheep, 2018

After moving back from Madrid to Barcelona to start working with the people at WeLinkVR I decided to make a game with some bits of Shakey 
Graves' music, be it lyrics, colors or imagery from the albums. This walking simulator is what has come out.

I made the art and coded with Blueprints in Unreal Engine for the EGX & Rock Paper Shotgun Gamejam of 2018. 





Torot, 2018
As I started working on WeLink as 3D artist, I realised the team needed me to relearn how to code (C#) in Unity, so I did a few 
project to get a hold of it. By December 2018 and to cheer up a friend, I made Torot: a tarot app made specifically for this 
friend, with cards designed form texts he sent me and another friend of his. 

The app offers daily cards and sets of readings, as well as some words of encouragement. 

I did all the coding in C#, all the art, implementation, screen flows ... basically everything except writing. 
The game made it for Gift Jam 2018. 



Torot, 2018



Myouroom, 2019

By Spring of 2019 I was already working on projects all by my own 
because our team had more work than it could manage to accomplish. 
As a result, I started to develop AR apps and thought: how could one 
use AR for intimate narrative? 

Have you ever lived between boxes?
The game is about homes and bridges and bags of skin and bones. 
Through text messages and scanning trackers the user places in their 
room, they help find some lost items and with that, hopefully, some 
insight too. 

I developed the full app by myself. 



3Bytes, 2020
By Summer 2020 I started working on The Pizza Situation as UI/UX designer: 
an over-the-top simulation of social networks where the surreal narrative is complemented 
by the main game mechanics: stalking, scrolling, investigating and manipulating through 
social media.



3Bytes, 2020
The first week of the project I had to optimise the interaction flow for the screens (main mechanic of the game), so I opened Figma and started playing around. 
One of the game’s main issues was that it had lots of dead-ends, no error corrrecting and some networks were too hard to navigate. 
Coming from Sketch and Balsamiq, Figma was really easy to use, correct what was wrong and take notes for future improvements. 



3Bytes, 2020

This was not just for the network per se, but also for its chat. 

Since the main mechanics are scroll, stalk and interact, most actions 
needed to be undone and redone easily, as well as saveable. 

This is the final mockup and in the next page you have a couple of 
screenshots of the latest build.

I got the job with two mockups of two of the five social networks, and I did it in just two afternoons.
Because they needed a sprint to get to their first milestone -a vertical slice- I started working on 
two of the most important networks: Galaxy and Fandoom.

This is the latest brand and mockup proposal for Galaxy, a network that mixes Twitter and Facebook 
but with hints of humor and exaggeration.  







3Bytes, 2020

This was the proposal for Impress, kind of a news site but as trustworthy as a Buzzfeed test.

The articles are not the most important thing on Impress, but th comment sections. 
Here you have the brand proposal, some mockups and in the next pages you’ll see the last 
in-game screenshots. 
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